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A.

PROPOSAL

Annexes 3 and 4, the terms “test site”, “test track” and “track” appear.
is recommended the use of one term only.

It

Annex 3, paragraph 1.2.1., replace “International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) Publication 179 Precision sound-level meters, second edition,“ by
“International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Publication 651".
Annex 3, paragraph 1.3.1., amend to read:
“........ and rider).
Before the measurements are made the engine of motorcycle shall be
brought to the normal........”
Annex 3, paragraph 1.4.3.1. (Russian only), replace the words “s ruchnim
upravleniem” (with hand-controlled gear boxes) by “s nieavtomatychnim
upravleniem” */ (with non-automatic gearboxes).
Annex 3, paragraph 1.4.3.1.1. and 1.4.3.2.1.1., precise the value of
“50 km/h” to read “50 ± 5 km/h”.
Annex 3, paragraph 1.4.3.1.2.4., replace the figure “100 per cent” by
“110 per cent”.
Annex 3, paragraph 2.4.2., amend to read:
“.... at an angle of 45° ± 10' to the vertical plane of the axis of
symmetry of the exhaust silencer.
In relation to this vertical plane ..........
*

B.

*

*

JUSTIFICATION

Re. Annexes 3 and 4: The terminology should be unified to avoid
misunderstanding.
Re. Annex 3, para. 1.2.1.: IEC Publication 179 was withdrawn since
IEC Publication 651 was issued.
_________________
*/
Note by the secretariat: The word “s nieavtomatychnoj korobkoj
peredach” would be more appropriate.
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Re. Annex 3, para. 1.3.1.: To clarify that the temperature measurement relates
to the engine.
Re. Annex 3, para. 1.4.3.1.: Editorial amendment concerning the Russian
version.
Re. Annex 3, paras. 1.4.3.1.1. and 1.4.3.2.1.1.: It is believed that a
tolerance should be inserted.
Re. Annex 3 para. 2.4.2.: To clarify the microphone position when the tests
are carried out.
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